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CHAPTER 1

The Early Tudors 1485–1558
Who were the Tudors?

The Tudors were, in origin, a Welsh family of gentry stock who came from
Anglesey in north Wales. From obscure beginnings they rose to power in
the chaos of the Wars of the Roses, a dynastic war fought between the noble
families of York and Lancaster (1455–87). Owain ap Maredudd ap Tudur (he
later anglicised his name to Owen Tudor) established the family’s fortunes by
marrying Queen Katherine, the widow of Henry V. Their sons, Edmund (died
1456) and Jasper (died 1495), were ennobled by their half-brother, Henry VI. As
members of the English aristocracy, they played a pivotal role in the dynastic
wars that engulfed the kingdom after 1455. Emerging victorious from the Wars
of the Roses, Owen’s grandson, Henry, Earl of Richmond, founded the Tudor
dynasty (1485–1603), one of the most celebrated royal families in English history.
This book focuses mainly on the following early Tudors:
n

Henry VII (1457–1509): after the death of Henry VI, he became the leader of
the Lancastrian party and laid claim to the throne of England. His victory
over the Yorkist king Richard III at the Battle of Bosworth in 1485 secured the
English crown. He established the Tudor dynasty and laid the foundations
for the better government of the kingdom.

n

Henry VIII (1491–1547): a powerful and ruthless king who ruled with an iron
fist. The Reformation resulted in the dissolution of the monasteries and the
removal of the pope as head of the English Church.

n

Edward VI (1537–53): he was a sickly child of nine when he succeeded
his father Henry VIII. He was well educated, intelligent and a passionate
Protestant. During his reign, England became a Protestant nation, although
not necessarily a nation of Protestants.

n

Mary I (1516–58): a passionate Roman Catholic who contracted an unpopular
marriage with Philip of Spain. Her attempt to undo the religious changes of
her father and brother led to the persecution and execution of Protestants.
The burning of Protestants earned the queen the nickname Bloody Mary.

England and Europe in the 1500s

England was neither strong nor wealthy enough to compete with the great
Continental powers such as Spain, the Holy Roman Empire (which spanned
Germany) or France, so England had to ally with one or other of its more
powerful neighbours. Until 1559, western European foreign policy was
dominated by the conflict between the Valois and the Habsburg. Several
diplomatic considerations made it natural for the early Tudors to ally themselves
with the Habsburgs. France had been England’s traditional enemy throughout

KEY TERMS
Reformation Name
given to the process that
transformed the Church
and religion in England that
was begun by Henry VIII
breaking from Rome and
making himself supreme
head of the Church in
England.
Holy Roman Empire
Large central European
state roughly equivalent to
modern Germany which
was ruled by an elected
emperor.
Valois Family name of the
ruling dynasty that reigned
in France from the early
fourteenth to the late
sixteenth centuries.
Habsburg Family name
of the ruling dynasty that
reigned in sixteenthcentury Spain, Austria, the
Netherlands and the Holy
Roman Empire.
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CHAPTER 3

Henry VII: governing the
kingdom 1485–1509
Henry VII was determined to re-establish ‘good governance’ after the turmoil of the Wars of the Roses.
In the hope that financial security would help him to consolidate his power, he sought to make the
Crown solvent. Henry pursued an energetic foreign policy but this was marked more by diplomacy than
by war. The means by which Henry governed the kingdom, restored the nation’s finances and pursued
an effective foreign policy are examined as three themes:

 Government and administration
 Financial policy
 Foreign policy
The key debate on page 49 of this chapter asks the question: What was the ‘New Monarchy’ theory
and why did it lead to so much debate among historians?

KEY DATES
1485 Meeting of Henry’s first Parliament
1487 First law passed against illegal retaining
Battle of Stoke
1489 Treaties of Redon and of Medina del
Campo
1492 Treaty of Étaples
1493 Council in Wales and the Marches
re-established
1494 Sir Edward Poynings appointed Lord
Deputy of Ireland
1496 Trade agreement known as Magnus
Intercursus signed

1497 Truce of Ayton signed
1501 Marriage of Arthur and Catherine of
Aragon
1502 Treaty of Ayton
Death of Prince Arthur
1504 Second law passed against illegal
retaining
Sir Richard Empson appointed head of
the Council Learned in the Law
1509 Death of Henry VII

1 Government and
administration
■■ How effective and successful was Henry’s government of the kingdom?

Central government: the King’s Council

The centre of medieval English government was the king himself and the
men he chose to sit on his council. The functions of the council were to advise
the king over matters of state, to administer law and order, and to act in a
judicial capacity. During Henry’s reign there was a total of 227 councillors, but
there were not more than 150 at any one time, most of whom rarely attended
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Chapter 3 Henry VII: governing the kingdom 1485–1509

meetings. When all the active members were present the council totalled
about 40.
The difficulty in controlling this led Henry to rely on a small, core group of
councillors who met with the king regularly. This elite group included the chief
officers of state, Lord Chancellor John Morton, Lord Privy Seal Richard Fox, Lord
Treasurer John, Lord Dynham and a handful of others. These men gave stability
to the new regime because Henry kept them in power for so long. For example,
Morton served as Lord Chancellor for fourteen years until his death in 1500,
while Fox served as Lord Privy Seal for 22 years until the king’s death in 1509.
In order to improve the efficiency of central government, Henry decided to use
smaller committees formed from within the council, as his Yorkist predecessors
had done. For example, Henry revived Richard III’s Court of Requests, which
was nicknamed the ‘Court for Poor Men’s Causes’. One of the first committees
to be set up by Henry, in 1487, undertook responsibility for the implementation
of the act of livery and maintenance. Another was the Court of General
Surveyors, which audited the revenues coming in from the Crown lands.
SOURCE A
Extract from Polydore Vergil, Anglica Historia (The History of England),
1513. Vergil was an Italian priest and humanist scholar who lived much of
his life in England.

Henry VII established a Council in his household by whose opinion all things
should be justly and rightly governed and causes brought to it to be decided without
the bitterness of lawsuits. And for this Council, he chose men renowned for their
shrewdness, loyalty and reliability, John, Earl of Oxford; Jasper, Duke of Bedford;
Thomas Stanley, Earl of Derby; John Morton, Bishop of Ely; Richard Fox, Edward
Poynings. And he chose other wise men to council for specific business among whom
were Rhys ap Thomas, a Welshman; Thomas Grey, Marquis of Dorset, a good and
prudent man; George Talbot, Earl of Shrewsbury, wise and moderate in all things;
Thomas, Earl of Ormond, an Irishman; William Say, a prominent knight; Thomas,
Earl of Surrey, a man of great wisdom, reliability and loyalty.

The Council Learned in the Law

The Council Learned in the Law (normally referred to simply as the Council
Learned) was a small and very professional body. Its name derived from the
fact that most of its members had some sort of legal training or experience.
This council came into being in 1495 to defend the king’s position as a feudal
landlord. It was responsible for keeping up to date with the wardship, marriage
and relief of all the king’s tenants, and the collection of the feudal dues that were
owed to him. Contemporaries criticised it because it operated without a jury,
but this was true of all the conciliar committees. In fact, it was done deliberately
because of the frequent charges of bribery brought against juries. The Council
Learned was particularly hated because of its connection with bonds and
recognisances (see page 48) as it supervised the collection of these financial
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John Morton
(1420–1500)
Archbishop of Canterbury
and Lord Chancellor of
England, he was especially
trusted by Henry VII and
was able to exert
considerable influence over
the king. Morton’s control of
the Church ensured that it
remained loyal to the
Crown and his methods of
government gave rise to the
term ‘Morton’s Fork’.
According to Morton’s logic,
wealthy subjects of the
Crown obviously had
money enough to pay their
taxes, and poor subjects
were clearly sitting on
savings. Rich and poor alike
found themselves at the
points of ‘Morton’s Fork’ –
paying high taxes.
SOURCE QUESTION

Study Source A. Why did
Henry think it was
important to rely on such
a small group of
councillors?
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The Early Tudors: Henry VII to Mary I 1485–1558

Question practice: AQA
Essay questions
1 ‘To secure his claim to the throne, Henry VII had to improve the kingdom’s finances.’ Explain why you agree
or disagree with this view. [AS level]
EXAM HINT It is important that you analyse the given factor against two or three others, and develop an argument
accordingly.

2 ‘Henry VII’s greatest success as king was in establishing a “New Monarchy” during the years 1485–1509.’
Assess the validity of this view. [A level]
EXAM HINT Focus on the word ‘success’ and also what is meant by the concept of a New Monarchy. Think also what
other major successes Henry VII would have believed he had achieved.

Question practice: OCR
Essay questions
1 How far can Henry VII be credited with the successful government and administration of England? [A level]
EXAM HINT This would require you to compare the contribution of Henry to those of his ministers and reach a
judgement as to whether it was the king or the ministers who were more responsible.

2 To what extent had Henry VII succeeded in securing the dynasty by 1509? [A level]
EXAM HINT This requires you to reach a judgement as to ‘how far’ he had secured the dynasty, considering issues
such as foreign recognition, an heir, financially secure.
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Chapter 6 Edward VI: Somerset, Northumberland and the royal minority 1542–53

SUMMARY DIAGRAM
A NATION IN CRISIS? THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL, ECONOMIC AND
RELIGIOUS CHANGE
Key issues

The State

The monarchy

Faction and power struggles

The succession

Foreign policy

Key areas of change

Social change

Elites

Non-elites

Economic change

Breakdown of the rural economy

Enclosure

Religious change

Catholic

Protestant

Cloth industry
Overseas trade

CHAPTER SUMMARY
In the view of some historians, Henry VIII left a
toxic legacy to his son and heir, who inherited
a kingdom in turmoil. The reign of Edward VI
was dominated by the personalities and power
of the Dukes of Somerset and Northumberland,
who ruled the kingdom on behalf of the boyking. It was a period of minority government in
which the nobility took a leading role in governing
the kingdom. Socially and economically, the
period witnessed considerable change marked
by price inflation, rising population, increasing
unemployment, enclosures and the debasement
of the coinage. When these are added to the

changes in religion they generate a sense of
national crisis made worse by an expensive
foreign policy. This has caused some historians
to suggest that Edward’s reign (along with that of
Mary) witnessed a mid-Tudor crisis. Archbishop
Cranmer emerged as a man with the vision
and authority to establish Protestantism as the
State religion. Patronised and protected by both
Somerset and Northumberland, Cranmer was
able to fulfil his evangelical mission to convert the
people to the Protestant faith. Cranmer’s Protestant
revolution is arguably the defining characteristic of
Edward’s short reign.
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Chapter 7 Mary I: gender, government and Catholic restoration 1553–8

Stephen Gardiner
c.1483
1530–4
1532
1535–8
1539
1548
1553
1555

Born in Bury St Edmunds to John
Gardiner, a prosperous cloth merchant
Principal secretary to Henry VIII
Appointed Bishop of Winchester
Ambassador to France
Promoted Act of Six Articles
Forced out of government and imprisoned
in the Tower of London for opposing
Somerset
Appointed Lord Chancellor
Died

Educated at Cambridge University, Gardiner became
a doctor of civil and canon law. His legal expertise in
both common and ecclesiastical law contributed to
his promotion. His appointment in 1521 as tutor to the
Duke of Norfolk’s son began a close relationship with
one of the most powerful ducal families in the kingdom.
His first significant appointment to public office came
in 1524 when he became secretary to Lord Chancellor
Wolsey, Henry VIII’s chief minister.
Gardiner supported the king over the annulment and
approved of the royal supremacy, but he disagreed
with the religious changes proposed by Cromwell. His

opposition to Cromwell caused him to fall out of favour
with the king. He contributed to the destruction of
Cromwell. Together with the Duke of Norfolk, he led
the conservative faction at court. He became one of
Henry VIII’s leading ministers between 1542 and 1547.
In Edward’s reign he fell foul of the new Protestant
regime; he was imprisoned and stripped of his
bishopric of Winchester. In 1553 he was restored to all
his offices and titles by Mary, who appointed him Lord
Chancellor. He married Philip and Mary.
Gardiner was a talented government minister and
respected thinker and theologian. His opposition to
Somerset in the last years of Henry VIII’s reign ensured
his downfall after the king’s death. Although Somerset
was prepared to work with Gardiner, the two could
not agree on the religious direction the Edwardian
government should take. In spite of his strong Catholic
beliefs, he tried to save the leaders of the reformist
party, Cranmer and Northumberland, from execution.
The accession of Mary rescued his career and although
he had supported the break with Rome in 1534 he was
willing to restore the pope as head of the Church in
1554. He led the Catholic Counter-Reformation and
promoted conservative legislation in Parliament. He
served out the remainder of his life as a trusted adviser
to the Crown.

Assessment of the Church of England in 1558
To assess the state of religion in England in 1558 is just as difficult as it is to
measure the advance of Protestantism by 1553. It is difficult to decide to what
extent the bulk of the population had any particular leanings towards either the
Protestant or the Catholic faith. While it is easy to trace the changing pattern of
official doctrine in the Church of England through the Acts and statutes passed
in Parliament, it is a much greater problem to determine what the general public
thought about religion. At present, the consensus among historians is that the
ruling classes accepted the principle of the royal supremacy, and were prepared
to conform to whichever form of religion was favoured by the monarch.
Although the lower orders are generally considered to have had a conservative
affection for the traditional forms of worship, it is thought they were prepared
to follow the lead of the local elites. Whether the religious legislation passed in
parliament was put into effect very much depended on the attitudes of the local
elites, and to a lesser extent those of the parish authorities.
In general, it appears that by 1558 the majority of people in England were
still undecided about religion. Among the elites there was strong support for
the royal supremacy, but the landowners were willing to follow the religion
of the legitimate monarch. The mass of the population do not appear to have
had strong formalised convictions, and in most cases they were prepared to
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Timeline
Year

Ruler

Domestic events

1485

Henry VII

Henry Tudor won the Battle of
Bosworth. Tudor dynasty
established

1486

Marriage of Henry and Elizabeth
of York. Birth of a son and heir,
Arthur

1487

Battle of Stoke

1489

Yorkshire rebellion

1491–9

Warbeck rebellion

1492

Foreign events

Treaties of Redon (Brittany) and
Medina del Campo (Spain)
Treaty of Étaples (France)

1496

Magnus Intercursus

1497

Cornish rebellion

1499

Warbeck and the Earl of Warwick
executed

1501

Marriage of Arthur and
Catherine of Aragon

1502

Death of Prince Arthur

1503

Death of Queen Elizabeth

1509

Henry VIII married Catherine of
Aragon

1512–14

Henry led army to France

1514

Truce of Ayton (Scotland)

Treaty of Ayton (Scotland)

England at war with France
English victory over Scotland at
Flodden
Thomas Wolsey became king’s chief
minister

1516

Henry’s daughter Mary born

1518

Wolsey appointed papal legate

1520

Pope Leo X awarded Henry VIII
the title of ‘Defender of the
Faith’

Treaty of London (also known
as the Treaty of Universal
Peace)
The Field of the Cloth of Gold:
Henry VIII met Francis I of
France

1522–59

Habsburg–Valois wars

1526

Eltham Ordinances

1529

Wolsey removed from power

1529–36

Reformation Parliament

1530

Death of Wolsey. Replaced as
chancellor by Thomas More

1532

More dismissed. Cromwell emerged
as king’s chief adviser

Pope Clement VII threatened to
excommunicate Henry VIII
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